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THREE PAPERS ON MULTIPARTICLE PRODUCTIONJorge Dias de DeusInstituto Superior Ténio, Departamento de Físia/CENTRAAv. Roviso Pais, 1049-001 Lisboa, Portugal(Reeived April 2, 2003)Dediated to Jan Kwiei«ski in honour of his 65th birthdayIn multipartile prodution one has the sensation that problems arenever solved. They ome bak again and again. Here I try to illustrate howit happens.PACS numbers: 13.85.Hd 1. Paper I (1987)In 1987 Jan Kwieinski, Mário Pimenta and myself wrote a paper onminijets and multipartile distributions [1℄. The idea was to use the o-urrene of minijets to generate, via unitarity, signi�ant hanges in elastisattering and inelasti prodution [2�7℄.The model is a two omponent eikonal model where the (imaginary partof the) eikonal, 
(b2; s), b being the impat parameter and ps the entre ofmass energy, is given by the sum of two terms,
(b2; s) = 
S(b2; s) + 
SH(b2; s); (1.1)orresponding to the two driving interations, the soft interation and thesemi-hard interation. The inelasti ross setion is then written as�in:(s) = � Z f1� exp[�2
(b2; s)℄gdb2: (1.2)The important piee (relatively new at the time) is 
SH(b2; s). Jan had,in fat, to explain to the two other authors of the paper what was it about:the semi-hard omponent is a fast rising with energy ontribution (semi-hardPomeron with a trajetory interept �0 ' 1:35 and vanishing slope, �0 = 0),(3321)



3322 J. Dias de Deusentral in impat parameter. This means notieable e�ets with inreasingenergy, suh as large jtj hanges in the di�erential elasti ross-setion [7℄and additional large multipliity ontributions.The main features of the model, regarding multipartile prodution, are,essentially,(1) A gamma funtion distribution at eah impat parameter�n(bz; s)P (n; b2; s) = kkzk�1e�kz=� (k) ; (1.3)where P (b2; n; s) is the probability of emitting n partiles in a ollisionat energy ps and impat parameter b, �n(b2; s) is the average multipli-ity, and z is the KNO variable, z � n=�n. Note that the limits of thegamma funtion are, for k ! 1, the Æ-funtion and, for k ! 1, theexponential. The gamma funtion parameter k is treated as a funtionof b2 and s: k(b2; s).(2) The emission of partiles is assumed to take plae from independentsoures. That requires the proportionality between k and �n,k(b2; s) � �n(b2; s) : (1.4)(3) The multipliity �n is approximately proportional to the average num-ber of ollisions, �n(b2; s) � �(b2; s) ; (1.5)with �(b2; s) � 2
(b2; s)1� exp[�2
(b2; s)℄ : (1.6)(4) The mehanism of partile prodution is the same in soft and semi-hardproesses, whih implies, beause of entrality, larger multipliities inhard proesses.The model, adjusted to low energy data, ps ' 20�900 GeV, gives pre-ditions for the KNO moments Cq of the multipartile distribution,Cq � hnqihniq ; (1.7)and they are shown in the Table (see olumn Paper 1). The 1.8 TeV exper-imental Cq moments � not existing in 1987 � do remarkably agree withthe predition. At LHC energies, � 20 TeV, the model predits very largevalues for the Cq moments.



Three Papers on Multipartile Prodution 33232. Paper II (1999)In 1999 � more than 10 years after the paper with Jan and Mário �Roberto Ugoioni and myself wrote a paper on the same subjet: soft andsemi-hard omponents in multipliity distributions at TeV energies [8℄. Theidea was muh simpler than in Paper I and was inspired in the work of [9℄.Ref. [9℄ suessfully desribes the shoulder of the multipliity distribution at1.8 TeV and the osillations of the Hq moments.In this model, the soft omponent and the semi-hard omponent are re-presented by two negative binomial distributions, PS(n; �nS; kS) andPSH (n; �nSH; �kSH), respetively, where �n and k are the negative binomialparameters, and the multipliity partile distribution is written asP (n; hni; s) = �P (n; �nS; kS) + (1� �S)P (n; �nSH; kSH) ; (2.1)with �S � �S�in: ; 1� �S � �SH�in: : (2.2)The assumptions in this model are:(1') Just two omponents, one for the soft interation and the other one forthe hard interation, with two weight fators �S and (1��S) estimatedfrom data. There is no attempt to unitarization.(2') The elementary ollisions are independent, whih implieskSH�nSH = kS�nS : (2.3)(3') Partile prodution is of the same nature for the two omponents, andthus one expets the same kind of distribution: the negative binomialdistribution.(4') As minijets are triggers for entral ollisions one naturally expets�nSH(s) > �nS(s) : (2.4)The Cq moments obtained in this model are given in the Table Cq (seeolumn Paper 2):If one ompares (1'), (2'), (3') and (4') of Paper II to (1), (2), (3) and(4) of Paper I, the similarities appear quite learly: emission from indepen-dent soures, same mehanism of partile prodution in soft and semi-hardinterations and e�et of entrality. In Paper I the unitarization is expliit,in Paper II it is not so obvious.



3324 J. Dias de DeusCq , KNO moments.q 1.8 TeV 14 TeVPaper 1 Paper 2 Data (E735) Paper 1 Paper 22 1.44 1.46 1.45 � 0.07 2.68 1.343 2.68 2.72 2.70 � 0.18 10.3 2.144 5.87 5.97 5.96 � 0.52 45.0 3.925 14.2 14.7 14.9 � 1.6 212.0 8.04Let us ome bak to Paper I and write the probability of having aninelasti ollision at a given impat parameter b:P (b2; s) = ��in: f1� exp[�2
(b2; s)℄g ; (2.5)with 
(b2; s) given by (1.1). If one expands ( ) around the soft omponentsone obtains:P (b2; s) = ��in:f[1 � exp[�2
S(b2; s)℄℄ + [exp[�2
S(b2; s)℄(2
SH(b2; s))℄�[exp[�2
S(b2; s)℄12 (2
S(b2; s))2℄ + : : : g : (2.6)The �rst two (positive!) terms orrespond preisely to the soft and the (ab-sorbed) semi-hard ontributions. While in Paper II as the energy inreasesone moves from the soft limit to the semi-hard one, in Paper I, as the energyinreases, more and more terms of the expansion ontribute.From this di�erene it results that while in Paper 1 the width of theKNO distribution, and in general the Cq moments inrease ontinuouslywith energy, in Paper 2, as the width of the soft distribution is larger thatthe width of the semi-hard one (kSH > kS), at some stage the width and, ingeneral, the Cq numbers start to derease with energy.In the Table we see that both models agree at Tevatron (ps = 1.8 TeV).However, at LHC (ps ' 14 TeV) the preditions are ompletely di�erent!3. Paper III (2003)Who is right, who is wrong: Paper I or Paper II? In my opinion, theyare both wrong! Paper II does not take into aount the role of �utuationsin the number of ollisions [10℄, or impat parameter �utuations. Paper Idoes not take into aount olletive e�ets [11,12℄.Multi-ollision/impat parameter �utuations is the reasonable way ofexplaining the growth with energy of the Cq numbers (inluding the growthof the width of the KNO distribution), as done in Paper I. However the



Three Papers on Multipartile Prodution 3325elementary ollisions are treated as independent, without additional inter-ations. Or, in other words, saturation phenomena have to be taken intoaount � as Jan knows very well.I shall now turn to the perolation approah to the problem and toPaper III, written in ollaboration with Ugoioni, Ferreiro and Pajares [13℄.Multipartile prodution is desribed as resulting from multiple ollisionsat the parton level and, in the ase of nuleus�nuleus ollisions, also at nu-leon level, with formation of olour strings strethed between the projetileand the target, whih deay into other strings that subsequently hadronizeinto the observed hadrons [14℄. There are long strings in rapidity, valenestrings, assoiated to valene quark (diquark) interations, and short stringsin rapidity, entrally produed (sea strings) assoiated to interations of seapartons, mostly gluons. In a symmetrial AA ollisions, with NA partii-pants from eah nuleus, the number of valene strings equals the number ofpartiipants, as in the wounded nuleon model [15℄, while the number of seastrings, whih is proportional to the number of ollisions, behaves roughlyas Ns � N4=3A [16℄, inreasing with the energy.In [13℄ it was adopted as mehanism of partile prodution the Shwingermodel mehanism as developed in [16,18℄. In partiular, the partile densityand transverse momentum square will be onsidered proportional to the �eld(and the harge) arried by the string.In multiollision models, many strings are produed, the number inreas-ing with energy, atomi mass and entrality. If the strings are idential andindependent, and approximately align with the ollision axis, we have, forthe rapidity partile density, dn=dy, and for the average of the square of thetransverse momentum, hp2Ti, dndy = Ns�n1 ; (3.1)hp2Ti = p21 ; (3.2)where Ns is the number of strings, �n1 is the single string partile density andp21 the average transverse momentum squared of the single string. Eq. (3.1)is natural in Paper I.If the strings fuse in a rope [17℄, the olour randomly grows as pNs andwe have dndy = 1pNsNs�n1 ; (3.3)hp2Ti = p21pNs : (3.4)



3326 J. Dias de DeusIn the situation of a hadron�hadron or nuleus�nuleus entral ollision,the strings overlap in the impat parameter plane and the problem beomessimilar to a 2-dimensional ontinuum perolation problem [12℄. If the stringsare randomly distributed in the impat parameter plane then, in the ther-modynamial approximation [19℄, the overlapping olour reduing fator isgiven by F (�) =s1� e��� ; (3.5)where � is the transverse density perolation parameter,� � �rsR�2Ns ; (3.6)where �r2s is the string transverse area and �R2 the interation transversearea. We thus have dndy = F (�)Ns�n1 ; (3.7)hp2Ti = 1F (�)p21 : (3.8)Equations similar to (3.7) and (3.8) were written in [19℄. As with � ! 0 (lowdensity limit) F (�)! 0 and with � !1 (high density limit) F (�)! 1=p�,the behaviour of relations (3.1) and (3.2),and (3.3) and (3.4) is reoveredfrom (3.7) and (3.8).What are the onsequenes of (3.7) and (3.8)? Two straightforwardresults follow:(i) slow inrease of partile density with energy and saturation of the nor-malised partile densities as Ns inreasesAs the number of strings, Ns, inreases with energy, at large energy �also inreases and F (�) � 1p� ; (3.9)whih means, (3.7), dndy � �Rrs�N1=2s �n1 : (3.10)Instead of growing with Ns, as one should have naively expeted with inde-pendent strings, (3.1), the density grows more slowly, as N1=2s .On the other hand, asNs � N4=3A ; R � R1N1=3A ; (3.11)



Three Papers on Multipartile Prodution 3327where R1 is a quantity of the order of the nuleon radius,1NA dndy � �R1rs � �n1 (3.12)tends to saturate as NA inrease. Both behaviours (3.10) and (3.12) wereon�rmed by data [20℄.The saturation, in the framework of Paper III, is a onsequene of stringperolation. At the level of QCD it an be seen as resulting from low-xparton saturation in the olliding nulei [2℄.(ii) a universal relation between dn=dy and hpTiFor large density, Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) beomedndy = �Rrs�N1=2s �n1 ; (3.13)hp2Ti = �rsR�N1=2s p21 ; (3.14)and, eliminating N1=2s , qhp2Ti = s 1N2=3A dndy ; (3.15)with  � � rsR1� p21�n1!1=2 : (3.16)A relation of this type, qhp2Ti �s 1N2=3A dndy (3.17)was obtained, in the framework of the Colour Glass Condensate (CGC)model [11℄, in [21℄. Our formula (3.15) inludes not only the funtionaldependene, but, as well, the proportionality fator .We an make an order of magnitude estimate of the proportionalityfator . In the dual string model rs � 0.2 fm [12,22℄, R1 should be ofthe order of the proton radius (� 1 fm) and for the string harged partileprodution parameters one has �p1 � 0:3 and �n1 � 0:7, as observed from lowenergy data [23℄, and (p21=�n1)1=2 � 0:35. The proportionality fator is then� 0.07 to be ompared with 0.0348 for pions and 0.100 for kaons [21℄. In



3328 J. Dias de Deusthe omparison with data we shall identify qhp2Ti with hpTi and qp21 with�p1 (this overestimates the average values of hpTi and �p1).We have just onsidered the high � limit. In the low density end, whihmeans low energy and peripheral ollisions, we have just valene strings andhpTi ! �p1 � 0:3 GeV. This is, in pratie, the value of hpTi in pp ollisionsat low (ps . 10 GeV) energies.By putting these two limits together, we arrive at the formula obtainedin [21℄, but now with all the parameters theoretially onstrained:hpTi = �p1 1 + rsR 1�n1=21 s 1N2=3A dndy! : (3.18)In Fig. 1 we ompare Eq. (3.18) with data. The agreement is not perfet, butthere is an indiation that some truth exists in CGC and string perolationmodels.In [13℄ an attempt is made to relate pT distributions to multipliitydistributions.
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2/3 dN/dyFig. 1. hpTi vs. multipliity density in p	p ollisions (where NA = 1) at 1800 GeV[24℄ (open irles) and in entral Au + Au ollisions at 200 AGeV [25℄ (�lledsquares). Solid lines represent Eq. (3.18) with �p1 adjusted separately to eahspeies.And what happens to the width of the KNO distribution, whih wasmonotonially inreasing with energy in Paper 1 and dereasing at somestage in Paper 2? The parameter k of the negative binomial distributionparametrization, inreases with density (independent soures). In pp olli-sions (see [26℄), so far, � is dereasing with the energy, as the inrease of the
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